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Lebanon Master
Gardeners Busy on
All Fronts
the dirt finally arrived at the Route 66 flower bed and Peggy
Graydon and her bunch have been very busy getting dirt spread
and ready to plant flowers.
Bonnie Lyst and her crew of volunteers had a great cleanup day
at the Peggy Summers library. (Pictures and next month's issue).
Work Saturdays at Lowe's have drawn our thanks to the first
Saturdays helpers Bonnie Williams, Barbara Thompson, Margie
Wiles, Cyndi and Roy Storks.
Here is the following schedule for the next three Saturdays in
April – Saturday, April 13 – 9 AM till 11 will be Victoria
Bench and Peggy Graydon - 11 AM until 1 PM Nancy Coop
and Sheila Buechen.
Saturday, April 20 -9 AM till 11 – Lynn Boulware and Bob
Smith - 11 AM till 1 PM Lynn Boulware and Sheila Buechen.
Saturday, April 27- 9 AM till 11 -Glennie Kinnett and Donna
Jefferies. - 11 AM till 1 PM - Marvin and Jeannie Wilson
For the two Saturdays in May, May 4 and May 11 we need
volunteers for the two time frames so be sure and sign up
Thursday evening in order to fill the time slots necessary.
Lowe's just got in to truckloads of new vegetables and flowers
and they are looking outstanding should be plenty of traffic look
forward to everyone's help.

My Apologies
Your newsletter is a few days late this month due to my
computer crashing and leaving me without any means to
publish. Hopefully this won't happen again thank you.

New Bedding Plants for 2019
From a gardening perspective, perhaps the best thing that can be said about February is
that it is the shortest month of the year. Winter doldrums reach their peak at this time of the
year, as people anxiously await spring. This annual malady can be eased somewhat by
making plans for the upcoming growing season. Reviewing th e new releases of flowering
annuals and perennials is both therapeutic and motivational. Following is a description of a
number of the new bedding plants for 2019 that, in most cases, should perform well in
Missouri.
Ageratum Blue Planet (Ageratum houstonianum). This new ageratum boasts long-lasting
blooms resembling tiny blue explosions. It is out of this world in gardens or containers,
especially when planted in mass. This tall ageratum branches without pinching and flowers
prolifically. It combines well with white flowers in beds or borders. (Botanical Interests,
Inc.).
Ammi Dara (Daucus carota). A close relative of carrot, this new introduction bears lacy,
delicate blooms in shades of elegant blush to deep burgundy, depending on when it is
harvested. Its tall, sturdy stems make it a fantastic cut flower. Dara adds a soft, airy,
elegance to the garden and fresh or dried flower arrangements. It' is low -maintenance and
not aggressive. Fairly drought tolerant once established, it is attractive to beneficial
insects. (Botanical Interests, Inc.).
Balloon flower Pop Star™ (Platycodon grandifloras). Youngsters may not remember
"Platycodon", but they will remember the name Pop Star because the balloon -like flower
buds "pop" into beautiful star shaped flowers. A har dy perennial, this platycodon is earlier,
more compact and better branching than others on the market. The result is more huge
flowers. The series is available in three colors: pink, white, and blue. (Ernst Benary of
America).
Begonia 'Canary Wings' (Begonia x hybrida). Canary Wings offers a unique take on
Dragon Wing begonia which is a staple in gardens around the world. It has bright
chartreuse foliage with beautiful red blooms that are produced all season long. It performs
best in moderate shade and makes great baskets, pots and combinations. (Ball Ingenuity).
Begonia Funky™ Orange (Begonia x hybrida). Slightly unconventional or just plain "cool",
Funky Orange's flowers look somewhat like shredded Nonstop™ begonia flowers. Their
intense deep orange color and novel flower form are sure to grab attention in the garden.
Additionally, they are relatively easy to grow. Funky Orange is perfect for hanging baskets
or in mixed containers. (Ernst Benary of America).
Begonia Tophat™ Scarlet; Tophat™ White (Begonia interspecific). The Tophat™ series
is noted for having the largest blooms in the class of vigorous, interspecific begonias. New
for the 2019 season is Tophat Scarlet and Tophat White. Both bear striking, extra -large
flowers all season long. (Syngenta Seeds, Inc.)
Begonia Viking™ XL Red on Chocolate F1 (Begonia x hybrida). A 2019 AAS winner, this
brand new wax begonia boasts large, uniquely colored dark leaves. AAS program judges
were impressed with how the deep bronze/brown color remained sharp and intense
throughout the season, no matter where they were located: north, south, east or west.
(Sakata Seed America).

Calibrachoa Cabrio™ Amethyst; Cabrio™ Eclipse Lilac (Calibrachoa hybrida). The
Cabrio™ series of calibrachoa is noted for its uniform habit that com bines well together for
impactful, multi-color combinations. All varieties have consistent flowering for a wave of
color in the garden. Amethyst and Eclipse Lilac are new to the series for 2019. (Syngenta
Seeds, Inc.).
Calibrachoa Lia Yellow (Calibrachoa hybrida). The popularity of "callies" continues to
increase as new varieties are released. Lia Yellow displays medium vigor and is best suited for baskets or containers. Less sensitive to pH than other calibrachoa, Lia Yellow
has tight internodes for more flowers and great garden performance. (Danziger "Dan"
Flower Farm).
Calibrachoa MiniFamous® Uno Double Pinktastic (Calibrachoa hybrida). Double
Pinktastic is a Fleuroselect Gold Medal winner. Gardeners will love its heavily contrasted
double flowers and ball-shaped habit. Watch it trail out of containers and baskets with a
youthful pink color and darker double-eye. Calibrachoa attracts bees and butterflies, and
are generally low-maintenance options for exceptional color on the patio. (Selecta On e).
Canna Cabana Canna™ Lemon & Gin™ (Canna flaccida x ppaf). The Cabana cannas
bring repeat blooms on compact plants to the home landscape. Lemon & Gin boasts
colorful yellow flowers with dark yellow speckles from early summer until frost. The flowers
contrast dramatically against lush green foliage. Cannas are not often grown for their
flowers, however, this new introduction might change that. (J. Berry Nursery).
Coneflower Sombrero® Tres Amigos (Echinacea hybrida). The Sombrero® series of
Echinacea is renowned for its hardy, compact plants and flowers of vibrant color. Tres
Amigos represents an exciting new introduction that shows three colors at once. Flowers
open to peachy-coral, mature to rose and then fade to burgundy. Sombrero® is a highly
floriferous series matched only by its exceptional winter hardiness (Zone 4) and excellent
branching. (Darwin Perennials).
Dahlia Bacardi (Dahlia x hybrida). All dahlias are great for bouquets, but this one is a
favorite because it mixes so beautifully with other co lors. The two-tone flowers have deep
burgundy centers with petals that fade to coral and rose. Blossoms are 5 to 6 inches across
and have nice long stems. (Longfield Gardens LLC).
Dahlia Belle of Barmera (Dahlia x hybrida). This dahlia bears flowers that are a blend of
warm, sunset hues that run from apricot and coral to raspberry and rose pink. Loosely
rolled and twisting petals give the impressive 8 to 9 inch flowers extra texture and
movement. Plants are tall with attractive, dark stems. (Longfield Garde ns LLC).
Dahlia Felida Solar Flare (Dahlia x hybrida). Coral is the color that best describes this
radiant, semi-cactus flowered dahlia. Its color can be described as warmer than pink but
softer than orange, with a lemon yellow center. The 6 to 8 inch blos soms have loosely
rolled petals with forked tips. It is beautiful when combined with oranges and reds.
(Longfield Gardens LLC).
Dahlia Great Silence (Dahlia x hybrida). From a distance, the pretty, two-tone flowers of
Great Silence appear to be peach. However, up close they are a combination of rose -pink
and gold. Different and surprisingly beautiful, they combine well with purple, orange, yellow
and burgundy. The 4 to 5 inch flowers are borne on dark, slender stems. (Longfield
Gardens LLC).

Dahlia Karma Gold (Dahlia x hybrida). Karma Gold boasts warm, golden yellow flowers 6
inches in diameter with butterscotch centers. Its dark, strong stems and healthy green
foliage make it an ideal candidate for the cut flower garden. (Brent & Becky's Bulbs).
Dahlia LaBella Medio Purple Fun (Dahlia pinnata). LaBella Medio Purple Fun bears
purple flowers with a yellow center. Attractively located between the two is a layer of white
petals, making for a very unique look. Short in stature, it is ideal for 4 to 6 inch pot
production, or it can be used in beds. This is a very eye -catching new border dahlia.
(Beekenkamp Plants).
Dahlia Lake Michigan (Dahlia x hybrida). This new dahlia is as exquisite as hand-painted
porcelain. Each creamy white petal is adorned with delicate bru shstrokes of violet-pink. A
primrose yellow center makes the 5 inch blossoms seem to glow. Ideal for the cut flower
garden, Lake Michigan will add a fresh look to summer bouquets and give months of
flowers, starting in July and continuing through September . (Longfield Gardens LLC).
Dianthus Corona® (Dianthus chinensis). The Corona series boasts the biggest blooms of
any dianthus of this type. Corona features exceptional flower form and a palette of show stopping colors, making it a great choice for cool -season landscapes, gardens and patio
planters. Available in four colors: Cherry Red, Strawberry, White, and Rose. (PanAmerican
Seed).
Geranium Calliope® Large Dark Red; Calliope® Large Hot Rose; Calliope® Medium
Light Lavender and Calliope® Rose Mega-Splash (Pelargonium interspecific). An
interspecific cross, the Calliope series is an industry first in innovation and considered by
many to be the number one geranium for both vivid flower color and plant performance. Its
vigorous growth habit make it ideal for high impact containers were flower power and "wow"
factors are desired. Four new colors were added to the Calliope series for 2019 (Syngenta
Seeds, Inc.).
Geranium Pretty Little™ Pink Splash (Pelargonium interspecific). This new hybrid boasts
loads of small, bi-colored flowers that provide incredible garden impact. Pretty Little Pink
Splash's interspecific ancestry provides increased branching, color -saturated flowers and
superior garden performance. (Syngenta Seeds, Inc.).
Impatiens SunPatiens® Compact Pink Candy (Inpatiens x hybrida). The SunPatiens®
series of impatiens delivers outstanding garden performance. Bred for a mounding,
spreading growth habit, SunPatiens offer three -season flower power. These remarkable
plants represent a breeding breakthrough re sulting in vigorous, heat-tolerant plants that
thrive in full sun or part shad exposures. SunPatiens are an excellent alternative to seed
impatiens and offer downy mildew resistance. Compact Pink Candy is new to the series for
2019. (Sakata Seed America).
Lavender Blue Spear (Lavandula angustifolia). Blue Spear is considered by many to be
the showiest English lavender available. It boasts bigger and taller spikes than other seed propagated lavender, with more tightly-packed, upright flower stems for huge im pact from a
distance. Easy to grow, it maintains a tidy habit in the garden. Blue Spear attracts bees
and butterflies, while resisting deer and rabbits. Plants are drought tolerant and very
fragrant. (Kieft Seed).

Big Duck Gold Marigold All-America Selections

Marigold Big Duck Gold, Big Duck Orange, Big Duck Yellow (Tagetes erecta). 2019
AAS winners, the Big Duck series sports very large flowers that continue to appear
throughout the season. This marigold begins the season putting energy into establishing a
vigorous, healthy plant with clean, deep-green foliage. When it starts blooming, watch out!
Full, plump blooms top the 15 inch plants and continue blooming through frost. Very
versatile, it can be used in beds and containers; in landsca pes as mini hedges, in the back
of the border plants, or even as a filler in perennial beds. (AmeriSeed)
Nasturtium Baby Rose (Tropaeolum minus). A 2019 AAS winner, Baby Rose is a petite flowered, mounding nasturtium with healthy, dark foliage and is ideal for containers and
small space gardens. Its compact habit means less "flower flopping" with blooms remaining
upright throughout the season. The rose color of this 2019 introduction is rare in
nasturtiums, and contrasts beautifully with its dark -green foliage. (Takii Europe BV).

Painted Tongue Gloomy Rival (Salpiglossis sinuate). Salpiglossis (painted tongue) was
introduced as an ornamental plant from Chile, and its country of origin gives a hint as to its
culture. Sunny, dry days and summer nights that coo l down are the ideal. Yet, with a bit of
attention, it can be a star in Midwestern summer gardens This selection features velvet
petals of ghost blue with dramatic veining that make excellent, long -lasting flowers. (Select
Seeds, Co.).
Pansy F1 Cello Raspberry Surprise (Viola x wittrockiana). The Cello series of pansy is
noted for its sturdy plants that display good basal branching. Raspberry Surprise produces
flowers in shades of rose, pink, gold and lavender with white and a dark blotch face. It is
very attractive for spring or fall beds and when used in mixed containers. (Hem Genetics
BV).
Pansy F1 Xtrada™ Pink Shades with Blotch (Viola x wittrockiana). The Xtrada pansy
series combines compact growth habit along with very large flowers on plants that show
good heat and cold tolerance. Pink Shades' flowers are deep pink with a dark blotch face. It
would make a beautiful addition to the spring of fall garden, or in mixed containers. (Hem
Genetics BV).
Petunia Easy Wave® Violet Improved (Petunia x hybrida). Easy Wave Violet received an
"extreme makeover" for 2019. Always a standout in the petunia garden, this improvement
results in less upright vigor and shorter peduncles for improved performance more in line
with the Easy Wave series. Its deeper color and st urdier flowers make for a less floppy
appearance. It's a great choice for beds, baskets, mixed containers and more.
PanAmerican Seed).

Carmine Velour Petunia All-America Selections

Wave Petunia SuperCal® Premium Sunray Pink (Petunia x hybrida). A cross between
petunia and calibrachoa, the SuperCal Premium series boasts exceptional garden
performance under all kinds of weather. Withstanding both cold and heat, SuperCals
"bounce" back even after driving rains. Sunray Pink is self -cleaning and looks beautiful
spring through fall. (Sakata Seed America).

Petunia Supertunia Vista® Paradise (Petunia x hybrida).
Supertunia Vista petunias are renowned for their vigorous, mounding growth habit that can
reach up to 2 feet in height in the landscape and will trail over the edges of baskets and
containers. They are fantastic both as landscape or large containers plants functioning as
fillers and spillers. Vista Paradise bears watermelon -pink flowers that literally hide it
foliage. (Proven Winners North America LLC).

Petunia Wave® Carmine Velour F1(Petunia x hybrida). A 2019 AAS winner, this newest
color of the popular Wave petunias evokes adjectives like fabulous, stunning and vibrant. It
is sure to become a garden favorite. Its large 2 to 2.5 inch flowers lite rally cover its
spreading, easy-care plants that continuously produce new bloom thus eliminating the need
for dead-heading. Wave petunias are excellent landscape performers and do equally well in
containers, hanging baskets or planted in the landscape in b eds or borders. (PanAmerican
Seed).
Salvia Skyscraper™ (Salvia cultivars). The Skyscraper series of salvia are tender
perennials that bloom from late-spring through fall. They feature large, long-lasting blooms
and with better branching plants when compare d with seed-propagated salvia. Have sturdy
stems, Skycraper offers a tall show in the landscape. Attractive to bees, butterflies, and
hummingbirds plants are drought and heat tolerant. Available colors include orange, dark
purple and pink. (Selecta One).
Scabiosa 'Midget Mauves' Macedonian (Knautia macedonica). Midget Mauves produces
compact plants about 16 inches tall. Its widely branching flowering stems are topped with
dozens of lavender-amethyst flowers that sparkle from June through October. Knautia
grows well in average soils in sun or partial shade. The pincushion family of plants is
known for their harmonious relationship with butterflies and other pollinators. (Jelitto
Perennial Seeds).
Sunflower Chocolate Cherry (Helianthus annuus). Chocolate Cherry makes a striking
appearance in the garden with its burgundy petals and dark chocolate center. The flowers
are 5 inches across and borne on plants that reach 6 feet in height. Chocolate Cherry also
does well as a cut flower and has excellent vase life. (Seeds by Design Inc.).
Sunflower ProCut White Lite (Helianthus annuus). This new introduction boasts gorgeous
clean white petals that surround a light yellow disk, making for a dramatic new sunflower
color combination. Its 5 to 6 inch diameter flower are borne on plants 5 feet tall. Like other
sunflowers it is heat tolerant, easy to grow and is excellent as a cut flower. (Harris Seeds &
GardenTrends).

Tickseed 'Electric Sunshine' (Coreopsis hybrida). Electric Sunshine is a beautiful new
coreopsis that is a stunner in the garden. It flowers wonderfully from spring until late -fall,
providing a non-stop display of bright color. Allow plenty of space for it to achieve its full
glory. Use as a tender perennial in the South and an annual in the North . It attracts bees
and butterflies, while being heat tolerant and low-maintenance. (Darwin Perennials).
Verbena Firehouse™ (Verbena peruviana). The new Firehouse series of verbena blooms
well into the summer and won't cycle out of color in the garden. It i s ideal for baskets and
mixed containers because of it medium-mounded growth habit. Firehouse is available in
nine colors with garden performance in the heat equal to that of the EnduraScape™ series.
(Ball FloraPlant).
Vinca SOIREE KAWAII® White Peppermint (Catharanthus hybrid). The Soiree Kawaii
series are micro-blooming Catharanthus which light up any garden with their amazing
flower coverage, vivid eye-drawing colors with deep glossy green foliage. Maintaining its
habit all summer long, it has no leggy branches and has tons of flower power. (Suntory
Flowers Limited).
Vinca Tattoo™ (Catharanthus roseus). The art of plants comes alive on every Tattoo
bloom. Each petal looks "inked" with soft brush strokes of black, causing them to stand out
in the garden or in containers. This new vinca series is bold, fun and head -turning. An
outstanding performer in hot and sunny conditions, Tattoo is available in four colors:
Papaya, Tangerine, Black Cherry, and Raspberry. (PanAmerican Seed).
Zinnia Profusion Lemon (Zinnia elegans). Profusion series zinnias are practically "bullet
proof" in the garden. They are extremely disease, heat and drought resistant. All Profusion
zinnias (offered in 10 colors) are easy to grow and offer extended flowering in the garden.
Profusion Orange, White, Red and Cherry were AAS winners when introduced. Profusion
Lemon adds an exciting new color to the series. (Sakata Seed America).
Zinnia Zinderella Mix (Zinnia elegans). Scabiosa-type zinnias are a novelty, with their
many layers of petals creating a full, tufted appearance. Consider this type for added
texture and unique garden accents. In short, Zinderellas are real eye catchers. The mix
includes lilac, purple, and white colored zinnias. (Harris Seeds & GardenTrends).
Credit: National Garden Bureau (Pictures of pictures of the above introductions can be
found at https://ngb.org/flower-results/)

This Month’s Recipe

Tomato Bread Pudding
40minCOOK TIME
25minPREP TIME

Ingredients
•
•

5 tomatoes (about 2 pounds total) peeled,
halved, cored and seeded

•

1/2 teaspoon salt

•

1/2 teaspoon sugar

•

Pepper

•

1/2 baguette, cut into 3/4-inch cubes (about 4 cups)

•

4 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted

•

1/4 cup grated parmesan cheese

Preparation
Position a rack in the center of the oven and preheat to 400 degrees . Grease a 1 1/2quart shallow casserole dish. Using a food processor, pulse the tomato halves, salt, sugar
and a pinch of pepper until coarsely pureed.
Place the bread cubes in the prepared dish and pour in the melted butter to coat. Top with
the tomato puree and gently mix to distribute.
Bake until crusty and golden brown, about 30 minutes. Sprinkle the cheese on top and
bake for 10 minutes more. Let cool for 5 minutes before serving. – Serves 4.

Bringing Caladiums Out of Winter Storage
As spring approaches and plans for the summer garden get underway,
gardeners begin thinking about the caladium tubers they dug last fall when
the leaves began to die down. Soon it will be time to take them out of winter
storage and return them to the garden for another glorious season of color
and beauty.
Many avid gardeners are like me; they have a
large number of plants in the garden, and they
want many more. We propagate cuttings from
friends, share divisions of favorite plants, and do
everything we can to make our landscape budget
stretch as far as we can. This dollar stretching
extends to bulbs and tubers that must be lifted and
stored if they are to last for another season.
To Dig or Not to Dig
Last fall we budget-conscious gardeners in areas
with freezing winter temperatures most likely dug
our caladium tubers. Some of my friends in Zone 8
argue that their caladiums return each spring
whether or not they are dug. Well, I admit some
do. Many more, however, rot in the ground in the
damp, cool soil. It's a better idea to dig the tubers
and store them in protected places for the winter.
Other friends have found another easy way to
store caladium bulbs. Fellow Dave's Garden writer,
Diana Wind, says she discovered quite by accident
that caladium bulbs do not die; they just go
dormant. Since that discovery, she always leaves
them in the pots where they were planted and
brings the pot and all indoors for the winter. When
spring approaches, she begins to water the pots of
caladium tubers. Soon new growth emerges, and
they are ready to be placed back in the landscape.
Purchasing Caladium Tubers
Other gardeners prefer to treat caladium as annuals and replace them each year. That's okay, too, if
you have the money to spend on new tubers. It pays, however, to have a bit of knowledge about the
sizes of the tubers.
Caladiums tubers are graded according to size. Small tubers are much cheaper than large tubers, but
it takes many of the smaller ones to make as great a show as the larger ones. Sure, the mammoth
and jumbo tubers are more expensive, but if it takes half as many to make a full pot, the price of the
larger ones may well be worth the difference. Tuber sizes vary in diameter from 1) Mammoth -greater
than 3½ inches, 2) Jumbo - 2½ to 3½ inches 3) No. 1 - 1½ to 2½ inches 4) No. 2 - 1 to 1½ inches
Most experts advise digging caladium bulbs in the fall as the leaves die down. Generally speaking, if
you live in an area where the soil temperature at 3 or 4 inches below the surface falls below 60°F in
the winter, the tubers should be dug. Dig and let them dry thoroughly. You might like to dip them in a

fungicide solution, let them dry again, and then place them in a paper or mesh bags, or even in open
trays. Store them in a dry place out of freezing temperatures for the winter.
My caladium bulbs reside in stacked, open
nursery trays on a high shelf inside the garage
during the winter. Even though I have read that
they need to be stored in a place where the
temperature does not fall below 70°F, this has
not proven to be true for me. I'm sure
temperatures in my garage drop significantly
below that during the winter. However, it never
freezes, and the really cool temperatures are
short in duration. They overwinter just fine.
I do not take the trays out of the garage until

around the end of April or first of May. Soil
temperature should be at least 70°F before the tubers
are placed in the ground. They will simply rot if placed
in cool, wet soil for extended periods of time. When
the soil is finally at the right temperature, it is time to
plant the caladiums.
Plant them according to directions given in other
detailed articles on this site by Melody Rose and from
an informative brochure from the University of Florida.
Learn about hybridizing caladiums and the Thai
hybrids in articles by LariAnn Garner.
This is an exciting time of year for gardeners. In my corner of the world (Zone 8B), the average last
frost date is March 15. Already the greenhouse door is open, and I gradually move a few plants out
and cross my fingers that I don't have to move them back in again. However, they're not too far from
the greenhouse - just in case. The caladiums have a month or more before I'll be bringing them out,
but I'll be busy in the meantime with other, more hardy plants. After all, everything has its season, and
the caladiums' time for the spotlight is not quite here. Patience, they say, is a virtue. I'll wait.

The Lowly Dandelion

It won't be long until the first dandelions (Taraxacum officinale) of the
season will be popping up in lawns, gardens, and roadsides. While some
may consider dandelions the scourge of a manicured lawn, others relish
the thought of collecting these greens for a meal or picking flowers for a
batch of dandelion wine. Either way, the dandelion is an interesting and
tenacious perennial plant.
Dandelions are short-day plants, requiring 12 hours or less of light each
day to form flower buds as the basal rosette of leaves develop. This is
the reason they bloom both in the spring and the fall. After floral buds
develop, it only takes 48 hours for the leafless flower stalk (i.e., scape)
to elongate and elevate the flower above the leaves. During bloom,
various types of insects collect pollen from the blossoms, including bees.
While one might think cross-pollination is occurring as insects visit
dandelion flowers, it is not. Dandelions in the United States are triploids,
having three sets of chromosomes, and most of its pollen grains are
infertile.
After only one day of bloom, the flower closes. Seeds then develop
apomictically, without fertilization. The white puffy "seed head" at the
end of a scape is composed of many brown fruits, called cypselae. The
feathery attachment on the cypselae is called the pappus, which aids in

the dispersal of the seed. Spectacular close-up views of the flowers and
fruits are posted at: http://www.microscopyuk.org.uk/mag/indexmag.html?http://www.microscopyuk.org.uk/mag/artjun10/bj-dandelion.html.
The fleshy taproots of dandelions are also fascinating (or nightmarish)!
Taproots are contractile and can pull the crown snuggly against the soil
surface or even below ground, making it difficult to dig or remove the
plant. Taproots can grow up to a foot-long and when wounded, they
produce callus tissue and two to five new shoots develop, eventually
producing that many new plants! For this reason, che mical control may
be a better alternative for eliminating these plants from the home lawn
rather than digging. Products containing 2,4-D are widely available for
post-emergent applications in the spring and fall.
The lowly dandelion has come a long way. This plant is native to
Eurasia, but was known to Arab physicians in the early Middle Ages for
its herbal properties in aiding digestion. It is thought that dandelion was
first introduced into North America in 1620. Seeds transported onboard
the Mayflower were planted in the colonies as a food crop, with
dandelion leaves providing a source of vitamins and minerals for early
settlers.
As dandelions spread across the continent, native peoples soon used
dandelions in several ways. The Ojibwa of northeastern Nort h America
made tea from dandelion roots to treat heartburn. Kiowa women brewed
tea from the flowers to alleviate abdominal spasms. Southern Paiute
people of the Colorado River basin and the Apaches of Arizona
consumed dandelion roots. From 1831 to 1926 dan delions were officially
listed in the U.S. Pharmacopoeia, a published compendium of
medicinals.
Many myths are associated with blowing on dandelion seed heads. For
example, if after one strong puff, all the seeds are gone, you are loved. If
some remain, your "intended" has some doubts. For young girls that blew
on a seed head, the number of seeds left indicated the number of
children she would bear later in life. However, for elders, the number of
seed left represented the number of years left to live. Howe ver, a surer
bet is that the number of seeds blown from a dandelion scape is a good
estimate of how many plants you'll deal with in the future!

Wasp Stings and What to Do

Wasp stings are something you shouldn't ignore.
Imagine you come home from work, exhausted and only wanting to lay in bed. You enter the
bedroom and start to undress. Just when you are taking off your pants, you feel something like a
pinch or a sting, but you don't mind it, because you just want to go to bed. But then, you see
something on the floor and when you look closer, you are horrified, because... IT IS A WASP!!!

A wasp sting got me worried
A wasp stung me one day and I was really scared! But not because I am so allergic that I could die
from a wasp sting, yet I am allergic enough to have a very big swelling, after the sting. On that day I
knew that I wold swell quickly, because I had been stung by a wasp before - but that was a long, long
time ago when I was a teenager. On that occasion, the wasp sting was on my arm, which quickly
doubled in size. It lasted more than twenty four hours, during which I had to keep a wet handkerchief
on it - something like a wet poultice. I still remember like it was yesterday how badly the sting hurt and
how huge the swelling was - so huge that my sweater arm didn't fit on my swollen arm. However, the
next day the swelling shrank and I started to feel better. I think that happened because I was so
young and my body was stronger, but I wasn't that lucky on this second occasion. Now that we have
so many pills the healing should have been easier for me, if I only took it more seriously.

Wasps' parasitic habits
I've got used to see wasps all over my garden all summer (and spring and fall) long. I've been
watching their activity and learned about their habits - remember the saying "Know your enemy"?
This is how I observed some small dirt pods, stuck on the house wall, usually near the corners - even
on a bulb light.

I first thought they were spider pods, yet I had to ask myself how would a spider build those pods,
with dirt. Be as it may, I broke the pods every time I saw one and inside I usually found something like
a spider sac with a larvae inside. Only once I found an unformed wasp, which made me realize that
those were wasp nests. I researched and learned about the numerous wasp species, how they
nested and fed. It seems that those dirt pods are called mud cells.

Some wasp species are parasitic, by injecting their egg
and a paralysis substance in another insect's body, such
as a spider or a caterpillar - in this case, in the spider sac,
which contains lots of small spiders. The wasp builds a
mud-cell around the paralyzed victim. The wasp egg
grows fast into a larvae, which feeds on the victim until it
grows, makes a pupae around itself and then grows into
an adult wasp.
Once I found this weird mud-cell stuck on the inside of the
door frame and naturally, I had to see what was inside.

That didn't seem to be a spider sac, but a moth pupae, which the wasp injected with eggs.

This means war!
The wasps in my garden are often building paper nests in the corners of a window or under the roof.
But the scariest was when I found a big paper nest, inside the post box! I had been seeing lots of

wasps around but I've never imagined them building a nest inside the post box. I figure it must have
been a long time since I last received a letter, so they had enough time to build the nest. That meant
war and as a response, I started to spray with insecticide monthly ever since the day I found it. It's an
insecticide toxic for mosquitoes, spiders, flies and moths, but also for the bees. I'm spraying over the
house walls, around the windows and on the trees and bushes, but I'm always careful to avoid
spraying over the flowers, to spare the bees.

Only the doctor can heal my wasp sting
I've always been surrounded by wasps but they never stung me, up until now. I first tried a wet
poultice, but it didn't do much. Then I tried ice and yet, no result. The swelling grew and on the next
day, I started to have a rash. I decided to go to the doctor. By that time, the swelling was bigger and
about the size of a fist. The doctor gave me a prescription for allergy pills and an ointment. I took an
allergy pill, then applied the ointment over the swelling and guess what, it worked! The swelling
disappeared in an hour or so and I finally started to feel better. It seems that the wasps have three
times more poison than the bees and that's why the swelling gets bigger. So, in case that you were
stung by a wasp, remember my advice: it's always better to ask your doctor as soon as possible,
because he knows best.

Saving Bulbs in the Spring to Plant in the Fall
by Adina Dosan (adinamiti) February 26, 2019

Snowdrops, hyacinths, daffodils and tulips are blooming in the spring and
then just disappear. Later, when I dig into the flower beds, for weeding or for
planting summer flowers, I always find some bulbs.
Should I bury them back into the ground? Definitely not, I better take the bulbs out and save them for
planting in the fall.

Trying to make a beautiful landscape in my garden
I learned about the perfect time when spring bulbs need to be planted from my Dave's Garden
friends. I've always been amazed about the hundreds of bulbs that each of them are burying in their
gardens in the fall! I don't have a big garden and that's why I only planted a dozen of bulbs when I
first started my garden. I knew that they will naturalize themselves, so I planned to thin them when
they needed dividing.
We have a saying in Romania 'The count you make at home doesn't fit with the one from the market' and that's what happened with my bulbs. I planted them when all my plants were young, trying to
make a beautiful landscape, considering the time of month when each of the plants bloomed. I had
tulips along the alleys, some near the thuja and others near the mums. But the thujas grew bigger
and bigger and the mums grew wider and wider. In a couple of years, some of the tulips were
strangled by the mums and others were shaded by the thujas. I knew that I had to change my
garden's landscape again.

Changing one landscape solves the tulip
issue
That summer, I needed to weed the grass from
around the mums, but also to plant
the echinaceaseedlings I had started from seeds.
Since the grass had long and deep rhizomes and
roots, it was a perfect occasion to dig it out,
together with any bulbs I found in there and then,
plant the seedlings in their place. Since I already
had the spade, I tried to thin some of the mums too
and in the process, more tulip and daffodil bulbs
came out.

After digging the bulbs out, another issue
came up. What to do with the bulbs until
fall when I knew it was the perfect time
for planting them so they would be able
to bloom in the following spring. I knew
that bulbs need some cold and just a few
drops of water while they are dormant.
Since I didn't want to keep watering them,
I decided to force the bulbs to go
dormant, by keeping them in a plastic
bag, in the vegetable box of my fridge. I
dug out all the tulip bulbs from around the
thujas and saved them in the same way. I
must admit I had my doubts, but all
turned out well and the bulbs hibernated
very well in my fridge.
I am now using the same method any
time I am digging out some bulbs, as I
know they will be fine in the fall. I have no
worries and just let the plastic bag with the bulbs in the fridge and maybe just check on them from
once in a while, when I remember.

Starting a new Spring garden
Most of my American Dave's Garden friends are planting the bulbs in late August, but since I am
always late, I was late for that too. August was hectic, by caring for the vegetable garden and
watering. September passed quickly too - with the pickles! In October I saw that the bulbs in the
fridge had sprouted so it sure was time I planted them! I found a perfect place for them where I won't
have to dig them out too soon. I plan to make this place a spring garden, with lots of tulips, hyacinths
and daffodils blooming altogether. The spot is surrounded by roses and has a hardy
hibiscus (moscheutos) in the center. During summer, all those are almost covering my spring gardento-be, which is perfect.
My plan is good at least for now, but who knows what will happen in the future? Maybe I'll have to
change my garden landscape again and start a new spring garden in another spot.

Pruning Fruit Trees
Based on Pruning workshop by Terry Halleran on March 8, 2019
written as Peggy Graydon remembers – all mistakes are hers
General info: Mulch 2’ around the base of the tree trunk to
avoid mower or weed eater damage but do not pile up at the
base of the trunk.
Begin pruning in the 2nd year.
Spray with dormant oil before the tree blooms.
Do not remove more than 1/3rd of the tree per year.
(I always thought this meant height but he meant
1/3 of everything you cut off.)
Terry Halleran
Pruning: Cut off all lower branches that hamper mowing.
Remove damaged limbs or dead branches.
Remove a branch if it is rubbing against another branch.
Remove center leader to open up to sunlight.
Cut everything to height you want the tree – ideally nothing taller than what you can reach with
a fruit picker pole.
Branches growing toward the center need to be removed unless they will get plenty of sunlight.
After all that is done, continue to circle the tree to look for places missed.

Peach: The short 2 to 3” growths along the branch are where fruit will be and could have a
cluster of 3 or 4 peaches. Remove all but 2 or 3 blooms or small fruit to give the others room to
grow. This is to encourage bigger fruit. Limit the number of growth spikes if they are closer
than a hands width on the branch. This can be done early or wait to see which peaches (thumb
size) look the best and then remove the others.
(I also thought the center leader stayed on apple trees but he cut it out of my 3 year old
tree. That exposed damage caused by some kind of disease so I will probably lose the tree.)

Spring Freeze: How Will It Affect My
Flowering Trees and Shrubs?
Spring is a difficult season for gardeners. We alternate between elation and
concern as we watch the weather forecasts. Warmer temperatures and
longer days give us hope that winter is past, while late freezes and storms
cause anxiety for the plants that have already begun to emerge from their
winter dormancy. Spring-flowering trees and shrubs are particularly at risk
when the temperatures plummet.
First, the good news. A sudden brief late freeze is not likely to kill or cause long-term damage to your
shrubs and trees, though the early leaves and blossoms may suffer some real damage. Prolonged
extreme weather can kill or severely damage flowering trees and shrubs, but the majority of spring
freeze events will only cause a set-back. Most trees and shrubs will recover from this type of damage,
unless they are a variety already prone to freeze damage.
The main deciding factor in how much damage your flowering tree or shrub sustains will be how far
along they were in the process of breaking dormancy. If the leaf buds were still quite small, and had
just begun to unfurl, you should still be in good shape. Even if actual leaves had begun to sprout, they
are just the initial budding. Once the weather warms again, your tree or shrub will put out another
flush of leaves. Foliar buds are more resistant to cold damage than flowering buds, but may still
experience some browning or mishapen leaves. Once the plant has fully leafed out, the freeze
damage may not even be visible. It does drain the carbohydrate resources of the plant to produce a
second flush of leaves, but some tender care on your part will help it replenish those resources over
the next growing season.
The bad news, however, is that flowering buds are
much more tender, and more prone to damage
from cold temperatures and ice. If your flowering
buds had begun to form and break dormancy, your
blooms may be history for the year, particularly on
plants such as hydrangeas, since some varieties
form flowering buds on old wood. Once the buds
for the year have formed, a hard freeze can literally
nip the blossoms in the bud, and serious reduce or
eliminate the flowers for the year. This is a major
disappointment on ornamental flowering trees and
shrubs, and even more of a let-down on fruiting
trees, which will not set fruit without blossoms.
As Benjamin Franklin so aptly put it, "An ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure." So what can
you do to prevent freeze damage from occurring?
First of all, healthy plants are less stressed by
freeze damage than plants which have put most of
their resources toward battling disease, poor growing conditions, or dehydration. Be sure to select
varieties that are appropriate for your zone and conditions. Do your research before planting in the

first place! Select trees and shrubs that have proven themselves storm-tolerant and sturdy enough to
withstand ice loads.
Throughout the growing season, maintain good structural growth of your plants. Prune according to
recommendations for your variety of plant to keep them strong and maintain a good shape. Avoid
unnecessary topping and late pruning, which can make them structurally unsound and predisposed to
damage from ice and the weight of heavy snows.
Take the time in the fall to
put your plants to bed
properly, providing a thick
layer of natural mulch (up
to 4" deep, and starting
an inch away from tree
trunks) to help the ground
maintain a constant
temperature. Do not
fertilize or prune from
late-summer on, unless
specifically recommended
for your variety of tree or
shrub, as this might
stimulate new growth just
as the plant should be
storing carbohydrates and
preparing for dormancy.
If you are in a colder
northern location, consider planting your flowering shrubs on the north side of your home. This may
seem counter-intuitive, as plants with southern exposure enjoy a slightly warmer microclimate, but the
warmer conditions on the south side of your home may encourage early leafing out and budding,
which makes the plant more susceptible to a spring freeze. A northern exposure delays the initial
budding and minimize the risk of freeze damage.
Some flowering shrubs benefit from a warm blanket to offer protection against winter winds and cold
temperatures. Burlap is a common material, as it doesn't retain moisture and cause fungal diseases.
Newly planted trees may benefit from a protective wrap of burlap or commercially available tree wrap
products to shield their trunks and major branches.
Hydrangeas in particular benefit from a protective wrap of burlap, especially those that flower on old
wood, or on both old and new wood. Buds that form on the previous year's growth form first, and are
often lost to late spring freezes. Many newer varieties of hydrangeas bloom on the new wood that
grows in the spring, or on both new and old wood, which reduces the risk of losing an entire year's
bloom to a spring weather catastrophe. To guard your hydrangea against winter damage, place
stakes around the outer edges of your hydrangea, and securely attach burlap to enclose the plant. Fill
the open spaces with leaves or clean straw, to provide protection while still maintaining air exchange.
If you have a dry winter, provide water when possible, so the plant doesn't go into the spring season
already stressed and dehydrated. Some experts even recommend a deep watering a day before a
late freeze is forecast. Soil that is moist will absorb more heat from the sun during the day, and return
it to the plant during the colder nighttime hours. Citrus growers in Florida sometimes spray their trees
with a fine mist of water as the temperatures reach the freezing point, as it allays some of the
dehydrating effects of wind, and keeps the temperatures of the leaves near 32 degrees F.

If a hard frost is in the forecast, covering your plants may be beneficial. Covering with sheets or
groundcovers will not protect from freezing temperatures, but it will shield tender buds from the
damage of a hard frost. Plastic covers can be disastrous, as they retain the moisture, which then
freezes. A woven, breathable cover is allows
ventilation and some moisture exchange, and
doesn't encourage fungal diseases.
If you do cover your shrubs and very young trees,
you may need to insert stakes or some sort of
supports to keep the weight of the covers from
snapping brittle stems and branches. Covers are
most effective if they are held away from contact
with the foliage or plants, so it doesn't transfer heat
from your plant into the surrounding air. Make sure
the covers are large enough to reach the ground,
and are staked or weighted down. This prevents
heat loss, and also prevents wind from catching
the covers and either removing them, or rendering
them largely useless.
You can add extra heat under the covers by
wrapping the shrub in Christmas tree lights. Even a
couple of degrees can mean the difference
between losing a year's blossoms, or enjoying the
show later in the season. Filling empty milk cartons
or two liter soda bottles with warm (not hot) water
and placing it around the small tree or shrub, beneath the cover, can also add a few degrees of
critical warmth. Large stones, bricks, or cement blocks can even be placed in the sun or inside the
house to warm during the day, and then put near (but not touching) the plant beneath the covers to
radiate a little warmth overnight. Whenever possible, remove the covers during the day to provide
proper ventilation and allow the sun to warm the plants.
If you have trees such as palms with large, flexible branches, consider tying the leaves either upward
together, or down against the trunk. Wide horizontal leaves accumulate more ice and snow, and are
more likely to be damaged. Binding the leaves together in a vertical position may save them from
breakage and dehydration.
If your young trees are too large to cover, and heavy ice accumulation occurs, you may need to
provide some extra support to prevent bending and breakage from the weight. Gardeners as a group
tend to be very innovative, so put your MacGyver skills to work and see what you have in your
garage, shed, or basement that you can use to prop or stake it. Floodlights may be able to provide a
little extra warmth, but are not practical for larger trees, or on short notice. Don't attempt to break off
the ice build-up on your trees, as you are more likely to damage the protective outer layer of bark in
the attempt, and maybe even shatter the brittle branches. Heavy ice, however, can be gently
removed if you can do so without damaging the tree or shrub. Snow can act as an insulator, so only
remove it if it appears to be weighing down the branches to the point of breakage.
If cold damage does occur to your trees and shrubs, resist the urge to immediately prune back the
damaged areas. If you prune back the damage too soon, you may encourage new budding and
growth, which leaves the plant susceptible to the next threat of cold weather. Try to wait until after the
last frost date for your area. If you live within the United States, Dave's Garden has a handy feature
with which you can look up the average last frost and freeze dates for your area. Click HERE to find

information for your zone.
It is prudent to delay any
pruning if there is still high
risk of more freezes in
your area. Wait until
warmer weather to prune
into the undamaged plant
material.
Once the threat of
subsequent freezes is
past, you can prune back
branches that seem to be
beyond recovery to the
point of live, green wood.
Use good pruning
techniques: never leave a
stump or stub extending
from the trunk of the tree.
If you are unsure how to
prune your tree or shrub,
do some research before you start cutting, and work in stages. It is critically important for the longterm health of your plant to provide a stable, well-branched shape that will withstand future stresses.
Be aware that pruning in the spring months will cut away the buds that have already begun to form,
reducing the flowers this season, and eliminating the fruits that would have formed on fruiting trees.
Excessive pruning puts the plant into "panic mode," encouraging it to send out multiple smaller,
weaker branches rather than forming a few strong, supporting branches.
If your tree has sustained severe damage, particularly from breakage from an ice storm, you may
have to make a hard decision. If a majority of the branches are damaged or broken, or if you are
concerned about the structural integrity of the remaining primary branches, you may need to remove
and replace the entire tree. If less than 50 percent of the branches are damaged, you may need to
consult a professional arborist about the best way to proceed with pruning to maintain the safety and
health of the tree.
Once spring has arrive in earnest, it will be important to offer extra
support to trees and shrubs that did sustain cold damage. Be sure they
receive adequate moisture during the growing season, generally one
deep watering of at least an inch each week if there has not been
adequate rainfall during that time. Deep waterings are more effective
than frequent, shallow waterings. Fertilizer can also help a tree or shrub
recover from cold damage. Fruiting trees and shrubs in particular do
better with multiple applications of fertilizer, rather than one intensive
application, to encourage production of fruit. [1]
Do your research on your fertilizers, and select one appropriate for your
particular tree or shrub. Some encourage leafy growth, while others are more appropriate for
flowering and fruiting trees or shrubs. If you consistently have a healthy, green leafy shrub or tree, but
poor flowering and fruiting, your fertilizer may be to blame!
Watch for insect and disease damage in the seasons following damage to your tree or shrub.
Stressed plants tend to attract attack from pests and diseases, and areas that experienced breakage
or inexpert pruning offer a point of entry through the plant's usual defenses. Keep a wary eye on your
plants, and intervene if you see that they are under attack.

Monthly Tips and Tasks
•

Study your landscape for gaps that could be nicely filled with bulbs.
Mark these spots carefully and make a note to order bulbs next
August.

•

Enjoy, but do not disturb the many wildflowers blooming in woodlands
throughout Missouri.

•

When buying bedding plants, choose compact, bushy plants that have
not begun to flower.

•

When crabapples are in bloom, hardy annuals may be transplanted
outdoors.

•

Fertilize established roses once new growth is 2 inches long. Use a
balanced formulation. Begin spraying to control black spot disease.

•

Examine shrubs for winter injury. Prune all dead and weakened wood.

•

Groundcovers can be mowed to remove winter burn and tidy plants up.
Raise mowers to their highest settings. Fertilize and water to
encourage rapid regrowth.

•

Shrubs and trees best planted or transplanted in spring, rather than
fall, include butterfly bush, dogwood, rose of Sharon, black gum
(Nyssa), vitex, red bud, magnolia, tulip poplar, birch, ginkgo, hawthorn
and most oaks.

•

Winter mulches should be removed from roses. Complete pruning
promptly. Remove only dead wood from climbers at this time. Cultivate
lightly, working in some compost or other organic matter.

•

Look for flowering dogwoods in bloom.

•

Break off rims from peat pots when transplanting seedlings, otherwise
they can act as a wick to draw moisture away from the roots.

•

Transplant Virginia bluebells (Mertensia virginica) after bloom, but
before the foliage disappears.

•

Do not prune boxwoods before April 15.

•

Evergreen and deciduous hedges may be sheared. Prune the top
narrower than the base so sunlight will reach the lower limbs.

•

Oaks and hickories bloom.

•

Easter lilies past blooming can be planted outdoors. Set the bulbs 2 to
3 inches deeper than they grew in the pot. Mulch well if frost occurs.

•

Apply controls for holly leaf miner when the new leaves are just
beginning to grow.

•

Balloon flower (Platycodon), hardy hibiscus, gasplant (Dictamnus
albus) and some lilies are slow starters in the spring garden. Cultivate
carefully to avoid injury to these tardy growers.

•

Prune spring flowering ornamentals after they finish blooming.

•

Begin planting out summer bulbs such as caladiums, gladioli and
acidanthera at 2 week intervals.

Lawns
•

Start mowing cool season grasses at recommended heights. For
complete details, refer to University Extension Guide #6705, Cool
Season Grasses.

•

Topdress low spots and finish overseeding thin or bare patches.

•

Aerate turf if thatch is heavy or if soil is compacted.

•

Apply crabgrass preventers before April 15. Do not apply to areas that
will be seeded.

Vegatables
•

Finish transplanting broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, and
cauliflower plants into the garden. High phosphorous fertilizers help get
transplants off to a quick start.

•

Plants started indoors should be hardened off outdoors in cold frames
before being transplanted into the garden.

•

Start cucumber, cantaloupe, summer squash, and watermelon seeds
indoors in peat pots.

•

Finish sowing seeds of all cool-season vegetables not yet planted.

•

Plastic films can be used to preheat the soil where warm season
vegetables are to be grown.

•

Asparagus and rhubarb harvests begin.

•

Handpick and destroy asparagus beetles.

•

Keep your hoe sharp! Don't allow weeds to get an early start in your
garden.

•

Flower stalks should be removed from rhubarb plants, if they develop.

•

Try an early sowing of warm-season crops such as green beans,
summer squash, sweet corn, New Zealand spinach and cucumbers.

•

Thin out crowded seedlings from early plantings of cool season crops
such as beets, carrots, lettuce, onions and radish.

•

Sow seeds of luffa and hard-shell gourds indoors in peat pots. Soak
seeds overnight before planting.

•

Make succession sowings of cool-season crops.

•

Begin planting lima beans, cucumbers, melons, okra and watermelons.

•

Begin setting out transplants of tomatoes, eggplants, peppers and
sweet potatoes.

FRUITS

•

Wooden clothespins make useful spreaders for training young fruits
limbs. Place pins between the trunk and branch to force limbs outward
at a 60 degree angle from the trunk.

•

A white interior latex paint may be brushed on the trunks of newly
planted fruit trees to prevent sunburn. This will gradually weather off in
time.

•

Stink bugs and tarnished plant bugs become active on peaches.

•

Leaf rollers are active on apple trees. Control as needed.

•

Prune peaches and nectarines now.

•

Plant bare-root or potted fruit trees as soon as the soil can be worked.

•

Remove tree wraps from fruit trees now.

•

Protect bees and other pollinating insects. Do not spray insecticides on
fruit trees that are blooming.

•

Destroy or prune off webs of eastern tent caterpillars. "B.t." (Dipel) is a
safe biological spray.

•

Orange, jelly-like galls on cedar trees spread rust diseases to apples,
crabapples and hawthorns.

•

Begin sprays for fire-blight susceptible apples and pears using an
agricultural streptomycin.

•

Spider mites and codling moths become active on apples.

Miscellaneous
•

Termites begin swarming. Termites can be distinguished from ants by
their thick waists and straight antennae. Ants have slender waists and
elbowed antennae.

•

Look for morel mushrooms when lilacs bloom and the forest floor turns
green.

•

Mount a rain gauge on a post near the garden to keep track of
precipitation so you can tell when to water. Most gardens need about 1
inch of rain per week between April and September.

•

Mole young are born in chambers deep underground.

•

Honeybees are swarming. Notify a local beekeeper to find a new home
for these beneficial insects.

•

Soaker hoses and drip irrigation systems help you save water and
money.

•

Hummingbirds return from their winter home in Central America.

•

Wasp and hornet queens begin nesting.

Looking Back 50+ Years Ago

What's That Bug? The Argiope Aurantia, or
Writing Spider
by Melody Rose (melody) August 31, 2011

Gardeners often encounter unique and colorful insects in their gardens. The
trick is to know which ones are friends and which ones are foes. This series
of articles will help identify some of the most unusual ones and give you a
peek into their lives
"The artist is a receptacle for the emotions that come from all over the place: from the sky, from the
earth, from a scrap of paper, from a passing shape, from a spider's web"... Pablo Picasso
The Argiope aurantia is without a doubt one of the most hauntingly beautiful of garden creatures. If
Picasso were to have painted a spider, she could have been his inspiration.
Her large size makes her one of the most intimidating spiders in North America. Although she looks
imposing, she’s beneficial, non-aggressive and non-poisonous. She graces our gardens with her
unique beauty and her voracious appetite for grasshoppers and other garden pests make her a
welcome addition to most landscapes.
She is known by many common names: Black and Yellow Argiope, Yellow Garden Spider, Writing
Spider and Scribbler are just a few. The last two common names describe the decorative zig-zag she
works into the center of her web. Although she's been hanging out in the garden all summer, it seems
that she's noticed more in the fall when she is gravid with eggs, which adds to her impressive size.
Readers paying attention will note that I’m addressing her with a feminine descriptive. That is
because all of the large, colorful spiders in these webs are ladies. She builds her web and stakes out
her claim to a section of the garden. The tiny male suitors come courting, only to have their one
moment of passion, ultimately to become dinner. Occasionally, one may see a diminutive male
clinging to a corner of the female’s web, waiting until she feels romantic, not knowing that he’s
ultimately doomed. The female will then lay between 300 and 1400 eggs and protect them with a tan
covering shaped like a large marble or ping-pong ball. She attaches it to a corner of her web and can

have as many as three or four of these cases in a season. The spiderlings hatch in the fall, but will
remain dormant in the protective case until spring. When they emerge, predators will hastily consume
all but the quickest of the babies, so very few actually make it to maturity.
Technically, a spider is not an insect. The Argiope aurantia, along with all spiders, are of the
Arachnida Class. She is of the Order Araneae and the Family Araneidae. Spiders have eight legs, as
opposed to the six that insects have. As a confirmed Arachnophobe, I tend to beat a hasty retreat
when confronted with an eight-legged interloper, but I’ve made my peace with the Argiopes and have
actually come to enjoy their presence in my garden.
A great number of gardeners have had the honor of having the Argiope aurantia take up residence in
their plantings, as the many entries in BugFiles attest. She is easily one of the most photographed
creatures in the whole database.
Her range is wide and she can be found in many places and climates. From Southern Canada,
throughout the lower Forty Eight, Mexico and Central America to Costa Rica, she lives in sunny
gardens, city balconies, shady forests, urban lots and swampy wetlands. About the only areas where
she’s hard to find would be the Rocky Mountains, arid deserts and the Canadian Great Basin. In
climates where it does not freeze, she can even live several years, but as fall comes and frosts occur
further north, she only lives one year.
Many people have actually named these colorful gals and helped them along by tossing them
grasshoppers, stinkbugs or other garden pests. I’ve read blogs on the Web, (no pun intended) about
Argiopes named Agatha, Isabel and Charlotte. Although the real 'Charlotte' was not an Argiope
aurantia, she was an Araneus cavaticus. The scribble down the center of the Argiope’s web may
have contributed to the idea for the book. My Argiopes are all named Cindy. Since childhood, I’ve had
the honor of having a 'Cindy' live in my garden each year. It makes no difference if I have one or
twenty, they are all Cindys at my house.
People automatically assume that a creature that looks as threatening as the Argiope aurantia would
surely be aggressive or her bite would be deadly. They run immediately for the nearest weapon and
send her to an early demise. While she can bite, she rarely does and the effect is no more
uncomfortable than any other non-poisonous insect or creature. The area may be red and itchy for a
week or so, but no lasting harm will result. When her web is threatened, she will sometimes bounce
like she’s on a trampoline, which must be an attempt to scare off the potential intruder. If this tactic
fails to achieve the desired retreat, she will turn coward and scurry to a corner of her web, or under
some foliage, until she deems it safe to return to her customary head down position in the center of
her domain.
She’s a particular housekeeper and tends her web with such care and diligence, that one could
almost think she takes pride in her creation. She’s an artist who spins a new masterpiece every night,
eating the old web in an ultimate act of sustainability.
Graceful and beautiful, the Argiope aurantia decorates my gardens. Her presence lets me know that
my landscape is a living, breathing entity. 'Cindy' brings balance and stability to her world and by the
same token, into mine as well. It is my hope, that gardeners who may have automatically considered
her dangerous, will step back and reconsider. Colorful as a child’s crayon drawing, she almost glows
with intensity.
Picasso would have approved.

